Strategic Implementation Planning
Expert Guidance to Optimally Deploy your Assessment Management System

Overview
Enterprise customers new to Questionmark Perception benefit from expert guidance on how to optimally deploy their assessment management system. Questionmark Consulting Services offers strategic implementation planning to help new enterprise customers optimally deploy their assessment management system. An implementation consultant facilitates important decisions about hardware, users permissions, item bank organizations, server configuration, reporting security and many other issues. This service is ideal for medium to large organizations, especially when different functions or divisions are going to be using the system.

How we will work with you
A Questionmark consultant will work with your organization to:
- Gather information on how Questionmark Perception will be used
- Analyze and document usage requirements
- Develop implementation plan report with deployment recommendations
- Deliver and review implementation plan

Benefits
- Accelerates time to deployment
- Reduces mistakes or re-work during and after deployment
- Aids communications with internal stakeholders
- Ensures that stakeholders are aligned before system deployment
- Meets specific needs of each organization

Implementation Report
The deliverable from a strategic implementation planning project is an implementation report. The report contains deployment recommendations that address the following characteristics of your assessment management system deployment and usage:
- Intended Usage
  - Job roles
  - Processes for different types of assessments
- Authoring
  - Tools
  - Environments and workflows
  - Content importation needs
- Users, groups, and schedules
  - Participants
  - Groups
  - Schedules
  - Integration
- Delivery
  - Anticipated modes of delivery
  - Calculate average and peak load
- Reporting
  - Anticipated reports
  - Reporting user permissions
  - Group security
- Application Configuration Considerations
  - Network topology
  - Recommended functional settings

More information
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